Is a distinctive single Tg a reliable indicator for the homogeneity of amorphous solid dispersion?
For an amorphous drug-polymer solid dispersion, a distinctive single T(g) intermediate of the two T(g) values of the two components has been widely considered as an indication of the mixing uniformity, which is critical for the stability of the amorphous drug against crystallization. In this study, two batches of amorphous solid dispersions consisting of BMS-A, a poorly water-soluble drug, and PVP-VA, were made by a twin-screw hot-melt extruder using different processing conditions. Both batches displayed an identical distinctive single T(g) that is consistent with the prediction of Fox equation assuming homogeneous mixing of the two components. Neither DSC nor PXRD detected any drug crystallinity in either batch. However, the two batches exhibited different physical stability against crystallization over time. The application of a Raman mapping method showed that the drug distributed over a much wider concentration range in the less stable solid dispersion. It is therefore experimentally demonstrated that, in the characterization of amorphous solid dispersions, a distinctive single T(g) may not always be a reliable indicator of homogeneity and optimal stability, and more examinations and new techniques may be required other than conventional studies.